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Abstract 

Image protection is essential part of the scientific community today. The invisible watermark is widely being 

used in past to secure the medical imaging data from copyright protection. In this paper novel hybrid 

combination of the invisible image watermarking and the Blockchain based encryption is proposed to design. 

The watermarking is implemented using edge detection (ED) of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficient. 

The medical image is decomposed using L level DWT transform to generate multi-resolution coefficients. 

The edge detection is applied to HH wavelet band to generate the edge coefficients. To improve robustness 

difference of dilation and edge coefficient are used for watermark embedding. The watermark image is 

encrypted using Blockchain based hash algorithm for medical images. Then at the decoding end first 

decryption is achieved and then image is reconstructed. The results are sequentially presented for both stages. 

The PSNR performance is compared with additional level of security.    

KeyWords: Blockchain, Watermarking, DWT, Edge Detection, Encryption, watermark attacks,  

1. Introduction 

Medical images are susceptible to many kinds of tempers due to attacks [1-7]. Therefore it is required to design 

a robust watermarking method. Due to the gigantic size of medical imaging data, security is an essential 

challenge. Embedded watermark must be perceptually invisible and must have only minor changes in medical 

image brightness values and must not be identified by human eye. Therefore invisible watermarking [2] is 

designed to minimize the error between cover image and watermarked image. This paper aimed to design the 

robust and secure watermarking method taking advantage of edge detection and discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT) based transform domain watermarking and the Blockchain based security.       

       Blockchain watermarking [3] has been emerged as the modern security trends for improving the 

robustness of encryption standards. 

 Blockchain based watermarking uses the genesis blocks of K bits for embedding. Therefore they are supposed 

to be more robust and secure. These papers take the benefits of both watermarking and block chain using the 

transform domain watermarking.  

In past few years Blockchain is used for banking and security sectors. This paper uses sequerity advantage 

of Blockchain for medical image watermarking. Prince waqas Khan et al. [1] have discussed about a safe picture 

encryption conspire for an IIoT-situated network figuring framework dependent on a Blockchain has 

demonstrate supportive in securely offloading information from gadgets. They completed a few tests to check 

that our proposed calculation is secure. There are still, nonetheless, a few impediments in the utilization of this 

innovation, including restricted figuring assets and the speed of exchanges. Numerous IIOT gadgets, for 

example, associating sensors are inadequate in memory furthermore, handling regarding assets, which keeps 

them from going about as hubs in a blockchain. Web administrations can resolve this issue, however this issue 

actually should be tended to. Later on, security for pictures on the cloud subsequent to offloading can likewise 

be thought of .  

mailto:pphdwss@gmail.com


     The watermarking algorithms designed specific for medical images are using Blockchain based data security. 

Proposed method is used for improving the medical image authentication and security. There are various 

applications [4, 5. and 6] of the watermarking as shown in the Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 Applications of Image watermarking 

 

 
Figure 2 Proposed block diagram of DWT-ED  

 
a) Soble Edge detection gladiate lMask 

 
b) Edge detection process 



Figure 3/The outcomes of the edge detection process 

1.1 Proposed Secure Watermarking 

In this paper a novel robust and secure watermarking method is proposed. Basic block diagram and process of the 

edge detection and Blockchain based watermarking methodology is presented in the Figure 2. Proposed 

watermarking method is processed in three stages. Initially edge detection (ED) based watermark e8mbedding is 

implemented. The watermark is embedded in the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. The difference of 

edge component of LL wavelet coefficient and dilation component is used as the watermark. In the second phase 

the block chain based security method is implemented on the watermarked image. Then shuffled image is 

transmitted as block chain. In 3rd stage Blockchain decryption is implemented to reconstruct the image. Sue to 

combination of Blockchain the embedded images are protected against the data tempering. The edge detection is 

implemented in transform domain to improve the robustness of watermark embedding. 

        This process will improve invisibility of watermark. To enhance robustness the morphological dilation is used 

with edge detection. Gaussian noise template is added with the embedded watermark. The edge detection (ED) is 

implemented using the Sobel edge detector mask. The ED is implemented using the following X and Y gradients 

masks.     

Ñ𝐹 =  [  ( 𝑍7 + 𝑍8 + 𝑍9) − ( 𝑍1 + 𝑍2 +         𝑍3)]  [ (𝑍3 + 𝑍6 + 𝑍9 )– (𝑍1 + 𝑍4 + 𝑍6 )] (1)  

The X and Y gradient mask of 3x3 size used for conventional sobel edge detector are shown in the Figure 3 a).An 

example of the detected edge image  for Lena image are shown in the Figure 3 b).   

     The suitable example of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decomposition of brain tamer image is shown 

in the Figure 4 for 2 level decompositions. .It can be clearly unsaved that the visibility may be invisible as the 

DWT offers multi resolution featured..  

 
Figure 4 sample of 2nd level decomposition using DWT. For Brain Tamer image 

2. Medical Image Watermarking 

Due to high imaging density it is essential to design the watermarking method for medical images. The goal of 

watermarking is to embed watermark data in the medical images without disturbing visual quality. The essential 

requirements [2] of the medical image watermarking methods are as follows.  

1. The watermark must be invisible and must not affect images visual quality.  

2. Watermark must be robust ageist attacks.  

3. Easily reconstructed and reliable. 

4. Must be statistically irremovable once embedded  

5. Must provide highest level of image security.  

6. The hiding capacity of watermarking must be higher. 

Thus robust it is still tough task of designing the secure and watermarking method for medical imaging 

applications. . 



3. PREVIOUS  RELATED WORKS 

Many researchers have designed different types of watermarking methods in the past. Our major concern of this 

paper is on the transform domain based methodologies and on the methods of using edge detection and block 

chain. Commonly an invisible watermarking is implemented using the transform domain based methodologies. 

Various transformations are used for improving the performance of watermarking as discrete cosine transforms 

(DCT), DWT, and combinations of both DT-DCT.  Edge detection based methods are widely used in combination 

to these transform domain methods to improve invisibility.   

     Mr.Sachin eta al [1] have used the DWT transform and Texture analysis along with the Edge detection for 

improving the robustness of the image watermarking. The texture baloc extraction is followed by the canny edge 

detection in there method. Ellinas et al.[2] proposed an edge detection based algorithm for embedding watermark 

in the LL DWT coefficients. They have used contrast sensitivity based function CSF for in watermarking 

algorithms to provide robustness.  

       John N. Ellinas [3] has improved the performance over [2] by relacing the CSF with image dilation 

coefficient. They have opted Soble edge detector for determining edge in the two levels DWT coefficients. The 

3x3 image dilation is calculated over edge image and then watermark is inserted using these coefficients. 

Ramanand singh and P Rawat et al [4] have improved the performance of the invisible watermarking in edge 

detection domain using the 2x2 dilation mask. They have used HH coefficient for watermark embedding. 

Shaozhang Xiao et al have designed an robust multipurpose watermarking algorithm using the watermark 

embedding in Region of interest (ROI) blocks of medical images.         

         Saeed et al. [7] have embedded the watermark using combination of DWT-DCT transformations. Arnold 

cat map is used for scrambling the binary watermarked logo and is embedded in c 3-level DWT coefficient of 

cover image. Then, PN-sequences are added to DCT coefficients of DWT sub-bands in the middle frequencies. 

But this approach was computationally complex. Ramanand singh et al [8] has presented the ED based 

watermarking using the double density DWT transform domain. Method was novel and robust and also entropy 

efficient too. They also evaluate performance under attacks. Salima Lalan et al 12[10] has proposed a new hybrid 

DWT-SVD based Canny edged detection based image watermarking.            

 

B. Block Chain Based Methods:  

   Oleg Evsutin et al [12], have analyzed an problem of security at data flow level of the mining production 

process. They offer the solution of data security using the Blockchain and the image watermarking approach. They 

states that Blockchain has main advantage of conforming the any transaction during the data flow process. 

Konstantinos et al [13] have presented the survey of using Blockchain in the agricultural supply chains. There 

prime concern was to trace the location of goods in supply chain. Sheping et al [14] presented the various 

implementations of the Blockchain applications using the standard SHA-256 crypto algorithm. Lavanya B.M et al 

[15] presented a good survey of research trends in Blockchain and have addressed various challenges too. Nilesh 

Rathi et al [16] have used the triple level secure watermarking using the DWT-DCT and SVD domains. Narong et al [17] 

has used DWT based robust watermarking for identification of the patients. J. Jeyabharathi et al [18] have used the 

Blockchain based heuristic method for the applications in managing the supply chains.    

 

4. DWT-ED  BASED  WATERMARKING   

In the proposed method the basic DWT based edge detection (ED) is calculated and then dilated version of edge 

coefficient and Gaussian random noise is used along with scaling parameter for watermarking to improve 

invisibility. 

Watermark Embedding 
The watermark embedding using DWT-ED approach is sequentially presented in this section. The cover or host 

medical image is read and then converted to 256x256 image size for embedding. There is no external watermark 

logo is required. Since proposed method uses the edge detection (ED) coefficients of host image as the watermark. 

Paper proposed to take the 2nd level DWT decompositions of host image then extracts the low and high pass DWT 

coefficients. The edge coefficient is computed over LL components using Sobel edge operator. The watermark 

insertion rule is used to produce the watermark using the edge coefficients. Sequential watermarking procedure 

to embed the watermark is presented as follows; 



1. Read host color image convert to RGB2GRAY and resize the image to 256x 256 

2. Define the edge detection masks for Sobel operator  

3. Initialize the variables and size for wavelet transformations. 

4. Applying the 2nd level DWT decomposition using the dB1 wavelet and the LL decompositions is separated.  

5. Implement edge coefficients of LL component. 

6. Generate the Gaussian noise template. 

7. Use morphological dilation over edge coefficient then the difference of both to minimize visibility concerns of 

watermark.   

8. Apply scaling law for embedding the watermark to LL component. Take the inverse DWT for reproducing the 

watermark image.  

 

4.1 Watermark Insertion Rule  

It is proposed to insert the watermark in the LL sub-bands, let 𝑋(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑑 is edge coefficient of LL component. 

The 𝑋(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑑𝑖 is defined as dilated component of 𝑋(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑑. Then take the difference of dilated and edge 

component to produce the minimized features as.                          𝑌(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑋(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑑𝑖 − 𝑋(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒𝑑                      (2) 
       Use the scaling factor 𝛼 for implementing the watermark features for improving the invisibility. In order to 

improve the invisibility changing the scaling factor is efficient one.  The watermark is; 

                W(x, y) = (1 − α) ∗ (𝑌(𝑢, 𝑣)) + α𝑁𝑥,𝑦          (3) 

Let us defined the LLx,yL , as the LL sub-band of 2nd level DWT and the 𝑁𝑥,𝑦 additive White Gaussian noise used 

as template. Let 𝑊𝐸 is watermark to embed. Watermark is added to LLx,yL , decomposition DWT sub-band as, 

                 𝑊𝐸 = LLx,yL + W(x, y)                     (4) 

Finally, the watermarked image is attained by an inverse transform. Flow chart is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Flow chart of the ED based watermarking  

4.2 Blockchain Security Algorithms  

   In this proposed method Blockchain based encryption/decryption is used for securing the watermarked image. 

The block diagram of the BC based security is shown in the Figure 6. The proposed method use the SHA 256 
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encryption for Blockchain implementation over the ED based watermarked image. Random genesis blocks are 

defined in the beginning of security method. The image is randomly shuffled and then encrypted using SHA256.  

 
Figure 6 Block diagram of BC based secure watermarked transmission  

 

SHA 256 Hash Algorithms   

The SHA 256 algorithm is crypto hash function of 256 bit of length and is implemented in two stages.  In the first 

stage input image is thus resized to the 512x512. Then 512 bits is padded with input vector 𝑀 for the each block 

of lengths 32 bits.  

In the 2nd stage each block of 512 bits is independently represented as             [ 𝑀(1), 𝑀(2), ⋯ ⋯ ⋯  𝑀(𝑀)]                (5).  

Then hash values are sequentially calculated for 64 words of 32 bit each of the hash for message blocks as                     𝐻𝑘 =  𝐻𝑘−1 + 𝐶𝑆(𝑘)𝑓
* 𝐻𝑘−1                 (6) 

Where, compression function of the SHA256 is  𝐶𝑓 ,  and  𝑆(𝑘) is the kth Block of message with 𝑘 =1,2 ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ , 𝑀, Here vector  𝐻𝑘 the hash of the kth   message. The sequential process of Blockchain encryption os 

as follows;  

1. In this paper the ED based watermarked image as produced by the previous section is used as input to 

Blockchain process.  

2. Shuffled image is produced on the resized image of multiples of 512. Using the reshaping                           𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑔 = ∈ 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑗                         (7) 

3. The crypto hash SHA256 algorithm is implemented using 32 bit blocks for generating the Blockchain 

encrypted secure medical image watermarking.  

4. Encrypted image is transmitted and evaluated by adding noisy attacks 𝑁𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗) during transmissions.  

5. The received image with or without attacked is decrypted at the receiving end. Again resized to the 256x256 

size.                     𝐴𝑡𝑘𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑝𝑡+ ∈ 𝑁𝐴𝑖𝑗                (7) 

 The process of watermark extraction is just the reverse of the extraction process.  

 

5. Results and Discussion 

The results of proposed watermarking approach are presented sequentially in this section. The four distinct medical 

images are considered for results evaluation. These images are CT scan image, Chest X ray image, Brain Tumour 

image, and the MRI image as shown in the Figure 7. These all images are widely used for results validations. It is 

clearly observed that medical images have relatively less color brightness values. The proposed method is robust 

and expected to improve the efficiency of watermarking technique.  

 



 
a)            b) 

 
c)                       d) 

Figure 7 Input medical images used for study.a), CT-Scan_1, b) X-Ray image c) Brain Tumer MRI Image  

 d) MRI IM_00026  

Initially the sequential results for DWT-ED based proposed watermarking methods are presented in the Figure 8. 

It can be observed that using ED the watermark is invisible in image. But the proper scaling needs to improve 

invisibility further.   

  
a) host image b) DWT LL c) ED image d) Dilated ED, e) difference watermark f) IDWT watermarked image 

   
a) host image b) DWT LL c) ED image d) Dilated ED, e) difference watermark f) IDWT watermarked image 

   
a) host image b) DWT LL c) ED image d) Dilated ED, e) difference watermark f) IDWT watermarked image 

  
Figure 8 an example of sequential results for ED based watermarking method. 



  
           a( Wateermarked image512, b) shuflled image c)Encrypted imaged) decrypted, e) recovered image 

 
           a( Wateermarked image512, b) shuflled image c)Encrypted imaged) decrypted, e) recovered image 

 
Figure 9 Sequential results of Blockchan based encryption-decryption for 512x512 medical image. 

It can be observed from the Figure 8 that the taking the scaled difference of the dilated and ED coefficients 

minimized the features in watermark. The best performance is observed for CT-scan image and for chest X-ray 

image.    

           After the watermarking the Blockchain is used to implement the security of images. The Sequential result 

of BC based security is presented for the encryption-decryption for 512x512 medical images in Figure 9. 

      The performance of the method for entropy analysis is compared in the sequential stage In Table 1. The 

entropy of the original host image, watermarked image, BC encrypted Decrypted and recovered images are 

compared in the Table 1. It can be observed that the BC based methods may better preserve the content in the 

recovered images.  

 The complete sequential stage wise results of the proposed DWT-ED-BC algorithm are shown in for the CT scan 

image in the Figure 9.  

          The comparison of the crypto weights in terms of histograms are presented in the Figure 10 

       a)  b)  c)  



      d)  e)  f)  

      g)  h)   i)  

Figure 10 Sequential results of the DWT-ED-BC algorithm for the CT scan image  a) cover imagge, b) 2nd level 

LL image, c) Edge image, d) watermark e) watermarked image.F) shuffle image, g)encrpted BCmage, h) 

decrypted BC image i) Recoverd CT image 

 

Table 1 Coparison of the Entropy of different stages for different image sizes and methods.  

          Images 

256x256 

Original 

image 

Watermarked 

image 

Encrypted  

image 

Block chain 

Decrypted 

Recovered 

Image 

CT scan  6.39964 6.95764 7.99942 6.97973 6.9851 

Brain Tumer 5.12213 5.0860 7.9994 5.2275 5.3187 

Chest X ray 6.5725 6.61624 7.9994 6.6144 6.61047 

MRI 5.66672 6.030994 7.9993 6.27713 6.36563 

 

 

a)   b)  



c) d)  

 e) f)  

Figure 11 Sequential histograms for proposed DWT-ED-BC method a) Original Histogram b) Watermarked 

image histogram c) Shuffled histogram, d) BC encrypted 8histogram, e) BC decrypted histogram, f) 

Reconstructed BC image histogram  

It can be observed from the Figure 8 and Figure 9 that proposed method efficiently recovers the image and the 

watermark. The efficiency of the proposed method is also presented in the Table2 where the entropy is compared 

for basic Blockchain and the DWT-SVD-BC method.  

    The mean square errors (MSE) and Signal to Noise Ration (SNR), is valuated for original and watermarked 

image and for recovered images also.  

The comparative is presented in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. Mathematically MSE is defined as         𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 1𝑚𝑛 ∑ ∑ [𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐾(𝑖, 𝑗)]2𝑛−1𝑗=0𝑚−1𝑖=0     (8).  

         
a) Watermarked image, b) salt and pepper attack v=0.1, c) attack with v=0.2,, d) attack with v=0.5 

 ,   



e) Watermark image, f) Gaussian noise attack v=0.1, g) attack with v=0.2,, h) attack with v=0.5 

Figure 11 Results of ED-BC reconstruction udder noisy attack for CT scan image.   

    
a) Watermarked image, b) salt and pepper attack v=0.1, c) attack with v=0.2,, d) attack with v=0.5 

    
 e) Watermark image, f) Gaussian noise attack v=0.1, g) attack with v=0.2,, h) attack with v=0.5 

Figure 12 Results of ED-BC reconstruction udder noisy attack for BrainTumer1 image.

The SNR is defined as                         𝑆𝑁𝑅 = √(𝑀𝐴𝑋𝐼2𝑀𝑆𝐸 )                          (9) 

Table 2 Comparison of Mean Square error (MSE) for Original, Watermarked and recover images 
Images Original Vs Watermarked images Watermarked  vs Recovered 

images 

CT scan  27.46099 0.062378 
Brain Tumer 30.24553 0.062378 
Chest X ray 6.8876 0.062378 
MRI 44.41710 0.06238 

Table 3 Comparison of Signal to noise Ratio (SNR) for Original, Watermarked and recover images 
Images Original Vs Watermarked images Watermarked  vs Recovered images 

CT scan  3.86657 1702.2051 
Brain Tumer 4.2709 2070.8665 
Chest X ray 17.5979 1943.1168 
MRI 2.023168 1440.6289 

 

        From the comparison of the Table 2 and 3 it can be concluded that the proposed method performs good 

recovery of the BC based images and the best results of watermarking is for the Chest X-ray image and CT scan 

image with relatively poor contrast. The error for chest X-ray image is nearly 0.062378 for BC recovered image.  

         To evaluate the performance under attacks, impact of various noisy attacks added on the BC based security. 

The results for the different medical images for the bc based reconstruction are presented for the Gaussian and 

salt and pepper noise in the Figure 11.and Figure 12.  

 

6. Conclusions  

         This paper proposed to designed hybrid combination of ED based watermarking and the BC based security. 

The watermarking is designed to be invisible. In the proposed method BC based encryption/decryption is used 

for securing the watermarked image. Method use the SHA 256 encryption and genesis block for BC. The ED of 

the LL coefficient of DWT is used for embedding the watermark. Image dilation based differential scaled 

watermark is used for embedding. It is concluded that invisibility is to be improved further. The results are 

sequentially presented for the ED based watermarking. In the first part paper presets the architecture of the robust 

ED based watermarking. Finally the BC based image encryption and its results are presented for security.     



       The performance of the watermarking is evaluated under the various highly noisy attacks with variance of 

0.5. It is to observe that most of medical images are recovered efficiently even under highly noise. But as the 

noise variance increases the performance of recovery method for BC reduces further. It is further concluded that 

best results of watermarking is for the Chest X-ray image and CT scan image with relatively poor contrast The 

invisibility can be improved in future with proper scaling parameters selection.  
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